Chapter 5.0 Preferred Land
Use Alternative
The Preferred Alternative is based on the long-term planning vision for this
area and is intended to create a rich mix of land uses within convenient
walking distance of the station. It was defined through multiple working
sessions with City staff, stakeholders and public input and is planned to meet
the forecast market absorption rates for this area. The Preferred Alternative
is an example of how TOD could evolve in the Station Area. Actual
development will depend heavily on the local economy and real estate
market, local developer response to those market conditions, incentives that
may be offered by the City as well as RTD investment and construction.

The intent of the Preferred Alternative is to provide a
framework for a level of increased density that supports
transit ridership, respects the lower density character of
surrounding neighborhoods and ensures quality development
that increases the market value of the entire area.
While most of the land area in the Preferred Alternative in Figure 5.1 is
currently vacant, approximately 11 acres of land located along the east
side of the railroad tracks is occupied by active industrial businesses, as
well as former church property that is for sale. One of these properties,
Dynamic Metals Fabricators, will be acquired by RTD for development of
the commuter rail station. It is assumed that over time the other industrial
businesses may choose to relocate; with the area adjacent to the tracks
transitioning into more transit-supportive uses.
The proposed ratio and densities of land use types shown in the Preferred
Alternative would create a strong residential community and allow for a
modest amount of retail land use to serve transit users and support both
new and established neighborhoods. At the high end of proposed units, and
with a current household size of 2.86 persons per household, the station
area could see a population increase of approximately 1,900 residents,
with ample parks, open space and amenities incorporated into the new
neighborhood.
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Figure 5.1: Preferred Alternative for Original Thornton at 88th Station Area
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Key elements of the Preferred Alternative include:
• A diversity of housing types integrated throughout the Station Area,
with higher intensity uses located in close proximity to the station (core
densities);
•

A tapering down of land use intensity to the north and east (transitional
densities) as they near the surrounding single-family neighborhoods;
and

•

A large central park spine running east-west through the length
of the station area that knits the distinct areas into one cohesive
neighborhood.

5.1

Land Uses

Land uses planned for the Station Area are primarily residential, with
the highest density multifamily uses located adjacent to the station
and residential densities stepping down as they near the surrounding
neighborhood. Table 5.1 summarizes the types of land use for the Original
Thornton at 88th Station Area and provides an estimate of the number of
units that may be developed based on a conceptual build-out. Actual unit
count will vary depending on the density, road configuration, amenities, and
other development requirements.
Table 5.1: Proposed Station Area Land Uses
Proposed Land Uses

Estimated Units* & Square Footage

Residential

662 units

Single Family Detached & Attached

218 units

Multifamily

444 units

Commercial/Office

61,000 Square Feet

Parks and Open Space

9 acres

*Note: These estimates are based on the example conceptual build-out configuration shown in Figure
5.2. However, the Preferred Alternative shows a flexible range of densities throughout the site and
therefore the actual number of units developed will vary depending on whether the lower end of the
density range (25 du/a for multifamily, and 8 du/a for single-family) or higher end of the density range
(40 du/a for multifamily, and 12 du/a for single-family) is developed, the exact road configuration, and
amenities included.

The residential mix is
intended to encourage
a wide range of housing
choices to accommodate
families, seniors, and young
professionals and to promote
a mixed-income community.
Commercial, office and higher
density mixed-use residential
development would be
concentrated along Welby
Road to provide opportunities
for neighborhood serving
retail uses for residents and
transit users alike.

The Preferred Alternative allows for up to 60,000 square feet of commercial
or office uses along Welby Road, understanding that the demand for
commercial space may be lower depending on location and market
conditions. For instance, the northeast and northwest corner of 88th
Avenue and realigned Welby Road have the highest visibility and would be
well positioned to develop as commercial/office uses. Areas along Welby
Road that are more internal to the Station Area (with less visibility) may
need to transition to commercial uses as market conditions change; or the
market may dictate that residential products are more viable in this location.
Additionally, Mapleton School District could potentially locate administrative
office or educational space at this site to take advantage of proximity to
Skyview Campus.
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Regardless of the land use type, strongly regulating the built form to create
a high quality design will help to ensure that the core station area is distinct
as a place. A mix of land uses that are designed to encourage pedestrian
activity will enliven the area and encourage walkability. This includes:
•

Buildings built to the front right-of-way line;

•

Storefront design at the street level; and

•

Full width sidewalks with streetscape amenities (e.g. trees in tree grates
and pedestrian light fixtures).

To provide an example of this built form, Figures 5.2 through 5.4 illustrate,
with building footprints, a conceptual build-out of the Preferred Land Use
Alternative. Chapter 6 provides more detail on the Guiding Principles related
to the built form and urban realm in the station area.
Land use subareas are used to structure the Preferred Alternative.
Establishing these subareas serves to identify specific places within the
Station Area that have development opportunities with distinct physical
characteristics. The four distinct districts include the Eastern, Northwest,
Central, and Southwest Subareas, as described on pages 5-9 through 5-12,
and depicted in Figures 5.5 – 5.8.
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Figure 5.2: Conceptual Build-out of Preferred Land Use Alternative (representational only)
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Figure 5.3: Birds Eye View of the Example Station Area Looking Northwest
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Figure 5.4: Birds Eye View of the Example Station Area Looking Northeast
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Eastern Subarea
The Eastern Subarea, located east of the Lower Clear Creek
Canal, is a moderate density residential neighborhood
(8-12 dwelling units per acre) with a large central park
feature—see Figure 5.5 for full details. A small residential
block configuration would create a clear, walkable and wellconnected neighborhood with a human scale and distinct
character. Two-story single-family attached or stacked row
homes could front the central park, with residential densities
stepping down further from the park and closer to the
surrounding neighborhood. It is expected that single-family
detached residences would back up to existing single- family
homes to ensure the new development area is compatible
with the existing scale of the surrounding neighborhood.
Alleys and rear loaded garages could further break up the
residential blocks and promote a more inviting and walkable
neighborhood. An alley configuration is recommended as it
would allow for porches, trees and sidewalks to front homes,
rather than garages and driveways, as is more typical of
suburban residential neighborhoods; thereby creating a more
inviting residential character.

Figure 5.5: Eastern Subarea

1

Prototype of single-family
attached housing.
2

Prototype of single-family
detached housing.
3

Protoype of single-family
detached housing.
Photos are representational only not
approved architecture or building forms.
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Northwest Subarea
The land use pattern of the Northwest Subarea is very similar
to that of the Eastern Subarea. It would include a moderately
dense mix of single-family attached and detached homes (812 dwelling units per acre), a small block configuration and a
central park feature within convenient walking distance for all
residents in the area. Figure 5.6 shows the subarea with land
use details.

Figure 5.6: Northwest Subarea

1

Prototype of single-family
attached housing.
2

Prototype of single-family
attached housing.
3

Prototype of single-family
detached housing.
Photos are representational only not
approved architecture or building forms.
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Central Subarea
The Central Subarea—as shown in Figure 5.7—provides the
greatest opportunity to activate the Station Area as both an
origin and a destination for transit commuters, pedestrians
and cyclists alike. Well-designed residential mixed-use
development with first floor commercial/office space located
on the four corners of Welby Road near the station entrance
would indicate that this is a signature place, in other words
it is recognizable and distinct. This commercial and limited
office development would provide local neighborhood serving
retail and services to support the surrounding population
and increase the desirability of these neighborhoods. Careful
attention to building form and design, combined with an
attractive public realm, are key to developing this as an
area that attracts interest and provides eyes on the street
throughout the day for both transit users and neighborhood
residents. While the preference is for the development of
some vertical mixed-use, if the market would not support
first floor retail, the area at the four corners of Welby Road
near the station entrance would be higher density multifamily
development, along with the remainder of this subarea west
of Welby Road. Moderate density single-family development
is identified in the northeastern portion of this subarea
to transition to the existing lower density neighborhoods.
Overall, this subarea is intended to provide transit access that
is only steps away from apartments and homes.

Figure 5.7 Central Subarea

1

Prototype of multifamily
housing.
2

Protoype of mixed-use
development.
3

Prototype of mixed-use
development.
Photos are representational only not
approved architecture or building forms.
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Southwestern Subarea
Like the Central Subarea, the Southwestern Subarea includes
a mix of higher intensity land uses, including both commercial
or office and high density multifamily development—see
Figure 5.8 for full details. This area benefits from high visibility
along 88th Avenue as well as its close proximity to the transit
station. The area along realigned Welby Road between 88th
Avenue to the south and the open space to the north forms
the southern gateway into the Station Area and is well suited
to develop as commercial/office corners. Like the multifamily
development just to the north, the higher density apartments
and/or townhomes would maximize the number of residents
who have convenient access to the transit station from
outside their front doors.

Figure 5.8: Southwestern Subarea

1

Prototype of multifamily
housing.
2

Prototype of commercial
development.
3

Prototype of multifamily
development next to open
space.
Photos are representational only not
approved architecture or building forms.
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5.2

Circulation

The intent for the Station Area is to create a functional, convenient and
safe environment for drivers, pedestrians and bicyclists alike. Future
development should be designed to meet the mobility needs of internal
users, such as Station Area residents, employees, and transit riders, as well
as external users, such as those who pass through the station area on their
way to other neighborhoods or destinations. A well-connected street grid
and multiuse path network would allow for neighborhood residents, as well
as commuters from surrounding areas, a number of options for accessing
the station and connecting to surrounding neighborhoods and activity
centers.
Arterial and Collector Network
88th Avenue, a four-lane arterial, will continue to provide regional access
to the Station Area from the east and west; with planned improvements
including the signalization of the new intersection at 88th Avenue and
realigned Welby Road as well as the addition of sidewalks and bicycle lanes
on the north and south sides of the street.
With the planned realignment of Welby Road, this north-south collector will
become the backbone of the vehicular circulation network. As such, it has
a distinct function and character. As the only means of vehicular access into
and out of the Station area, it will carry the heaviest traffic. In addition to
park-and-ride patrons, it will handle feeder bus access into and out of the
transit station and general north-south regional traffic between Thornton
Parkway to the north and Adams County to the south. Figures 5.9 and 5.10
show possible cross sections of Welby Road south and north of the station,
although the City is still in the process of designing the road and final cross
sections may vary from those depicted in these figures.
The higher traffic levels can be an advantage in attracting active ground
floor retail uses that require a high degree of visibility along Welby Road.
However, key to promoting Welby Road as the mixed-use spine of the
Station Area will be ensuring that it has the highest quality streetscape, with
slower auto speeds, wider sidewalks, bicycle lanes and safe street crossings.
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Figure 5.9: Cross Section of Welby Road South of Transit Station

Figure 5.10: Cross Section of Welby Road North of Transit Station

Local Street Network
The specific local street configuration will be determined at time of
development. However, this Plan recommends a new local street network
that provides efficient circulation to the transit station and surrounding
mixed-use and residential areas. The future circulation plan should create a
network of small blocks that are pedestrian-scaled and walkable. Block sizes
throughout the residential areas should be approximately 320-feet long,
creating a comfortable walking distance for pedestrians.
Where there are longer blocks, they should be broken up by signed
pedestrian crossings. Incorporating a pedestrian mew as shown in figure
5.12 leading into the neighborhood is a recommended design feature that
would function as a narrow pedestrian-only street.
The local street block structure in closer proximity to the transit station
should maintain sufficient area for larger lots suited for mixed-use
development around the station. Figures 5.11 and 5.13 show possible cross
sections and examples of a local street network.
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Figure 5.11: Example of Local Street Network

Figure 5.12: Example of Pedestrian Mew

A pedestrian mew can provide convenient access through
the neighborhood by foot.
Figure 5.13 Example Local Street Cross Section

Pedestrian and Bicycle Network
The pedestrian and bicycle network is an integral part of the multimodal
system and should be designed to provide direct and safe connectivity
into and through the Station Area. On-street and off-street bicycle and
pedestrian facilities essentially extend the reach of nonmotorized travel for
transit patrons and provide new options for residents and local employees
who either don’t have a personal vehicle, or choose to travel by foot or
bicycle. These facilities also create new connections for pedestrians and
bicyclists to travel between the Station Area and surrounding neighborhoods
and destinations.
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The on-street pedestrian and bicycle network will be designed per the City’s
adopted Complete Streets Policy to accommodate all modes of travel within
the right-of-way. Features will include a complete network of detached
sidewalks and enhanced pedestrian crossings. Where appropriate, it is
recommended that pedestrian crossing areas be extended via sidewalk
bulbouts at intersections or mid-block crossings to improve pedestrian
safety. Striped and/or buffered bicycle lanes along Welby Road and local
streets leading into the transit station will promote safe and direct travel via
bicycle on higher volume streets. On residential streets, lower auto volumes
and speeds, along with clear bicycle signage, will accommodate safe travel
via bicycle. Along the south side of the Station Area, widened sidewalks and
bicycle lanes along 88th Avenue will enhance the connection to the regional
Platte River Trail and recreation areas to the east and the Original Thornton
neighborhood to the west. Where possible, the incorporation of trees along
the pedestrian and bicycle network can increase comfort by providing shade
for sun protection and create visual appeal.
The on-street pedestrian and bicycle network (multi-use paths) will connect
the network of parks and open space areas within the Station Area and links
to surrounding trails, open space, and neighborhoods. To the east, planned
multiuse paths to Cypress Drive on the north and Monroe Street on the east
will provide convenient pedestrian access between the Station Area and the
Thornton Valley East neighborhood. On the west side of the Station Area,
a planned multiuse path between the station platform and the City-owned
Yucca Way Open Space will provide a pedestrian connection to the Highland
Valley neighborhood.

5.3

Parks and Open Space

The Preferred Alternative incorporates a well-connected network of parks
and open space that provide buffers, visual amenities and recreational
opportunities for residents and area employees alike.
The east-west central open space spine, at approximately 3.8 acres, would
become the major organizing feature and public greenway connecting
the transit station, new development and established neighborhoods to
the east. The central open space spine provides an important east-west
connection—especially for travelers who may not want to walk or bike along
a roadway. Although all types of users may prefer facilities separated from
auto traffic, given the high number of schools in the area, separated paths
make walking and biking more comfortable environments for children and
their parents.
The central open space, which is anticipated to be about 150-feet wide
could also provide a number of recreational functions and meet a variety of
needs, ranging from gathering spaces with benches, areas for public art, an
active sports field, to children’s play structures. The exact configuration of
this park will be determined at the time of development and may ultimately
undulate or change in size. However, it is critical to creating a sense of place
and connectivity between the eastern and western portions of the site
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to retain the central location of the park spanning both sides of realigned
Welby Road.
The existing natural features of the area, mainly the Colorado Agricultural
Canal and the Lower Clear Creek Canal are seamlessly integrated into the
overall park and open space network by creating north-south pedestrian
links along both drainageways.
A 2.5-acre park located within the residential area north of the transit
station would provide convenient active recreation opportunities for
residents in this area.

5.4

Stormwater Infrastructure

The Preferred Alternative illustrates the drainage and conveyance of
stormwater flows through the Station Area via 75-foot wide channels on
the north side of 88th Avenue. These channels would likely be developed as
landscape swales, or long, low depressions in the ground that temporarily
store and move stormwater runoff. However, the City is currently
undergoing a design study to determine the most appropriate design.
In addition to providing stormwater mitigation, landscape swales would
have the added benefit of providing a visual amenity and buffer between
the developed station area and traffic along 88th Avenue if landscaped
appropriately.
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